In this keynote, Prof. Alioto shares his vision on the path towards sustainable and continuous reduction in energy consumption of integrated circuits in the next decade, in spite of the Moore’s law slowing down. Adding the energy-quality scaling as a new design dimension promises large energy gains in applications that have become prominent with cloud and mobile computing, and even larger gains in IoT.

**ABSTRACT:** Ten years after the new breed of ideas on how to design reliable systems with unreliable components, the design challenges posed by variations are harder than ever. To reduce the large energy cost of computational correctness due to variations, the VLSI community is now exploring ways to embrace imperfect computation, instead of over-constraining circuits/systems to hide the natural imperfection of hardware. However, the field of “approximate computing” is still in its infancy, and most of the related work is highly fragmented and not really focused on the real challenges.

In this talk, a vision on how mainstream processing platforms can incorporate error-tolerant computation will be presented. In particular, we will introduce a unitary framework for systems that dynamically trade off energy and quality of computation, depending on the application and the user’s requirements. Fresh concepts to preserve the economy of scale offered by today’s design approaches will be discussed, along with ways to incorporate dynamic energy-quality management in general-purpose systems, designed with existing EDA tools, and programmed with existing software programming models (or so). Variation-aware circuit techniques and design strategies will be discussed to enable dynamic and wide energy-quality adjustment in sub-32nm technologies, from error-tolerant to error-free. Appropriate abstractions, architectures and control schemes will be discussed to propagate such capability at all levels.
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